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EPOS designs, manufactures, and sells high-end 
audio and video solutions for business professionals 
and gamers around the world.

Based on decades of psychoacoustic research, 
EPOS designs audio and video solutions with unique 
algorithms and acoustics that provide the best 
conditions for the brain, enabling professional users 
to communicate and collaborate effectively with 
better concentration and less energy spent.

Owned by the world-leading hearing healthcare 
and audio technology group, Demant, and with 
headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark, EPOS builds 
on more than 115 years’ audio expertise and operates 
in a global market with offices and partners in more 
than 60 countries.    

Find more information at eposaudio.com 

About  
EPOS

We develop premium solutions that 
deliver excellent audio experiences 
so individuals and teams can reach 
their goals and perform better
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EPOS has been a long-term partner of Microsoft, 
the global leader in Unified Communications and 
collaboration. With a common goal of providing the 
ultimate communication and collaboration experience, 
EPOS audio and video solutions are certified for 
Microsoft Teams, meaning the products have been 
rigorously tested to meet Microsoft’s high standards.

Being certified by Microsoft Teams means that users 
can expect EPOS audio and video solutions to 
deliver seamless, inclusive meeting experiences. Rich 
functionalities of Microsoft Teams combined with 
premium audio and video let organizations enhance 
hybrid collaboration and jump into meetings quickly 
and easily. 

EPOS solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms enable:  
- Instant, seamless communication  
- Superior audio and full HD video  
-  An integrated meeting experience suitable for  

the hybrid workplace

Try and buy with the EPOS trial program 
The EPOS professional trial program gives you the 
opportunity to experience the full range of headsets 
and speakerphones before you decide on the best 
solution for your business.  

Read more here

The EPOS  
and Microsoft  

Partnership
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The past few years have accelerated the digitalization of workplace collaboration.  
We are spending hours in hybrid meetings, where sound comes from both speakers 
and people. Our brains are not built for processing these cluttered sound environments.

EPOS Meeting Room Solutions are Designed for the Brain
At EPOS, we understand that we hear with our ears but listen with our brain. This 
principle lies at the heart of our product design process. We call this approach  
EPOS BrainAdapt™.  

EPOS Solutions certified for Microsoft Teams and built on BrainAdapt™ technology 
provide the best conditions for your brain, delivering improved communication and 
better performance in hybrid meetings. With unique algorithms and sophisticated 
acoustics, EPOS Meeting Room Solutions help workplaces achieve:

- Improved focus in hybrid meetings  

- Better concentration: whether in the office or working from home  

- Increased productivity throughout the workday  

Your Brain is Not Built  
for Hybrid Meetings

63%*
of employees 
regularly experience 
issues due to poor 
sound quality on calls

56%*
of employees believe 
good audio will 
prevent moments of 
stress at work 

40%*
increase in time  
spent attending 
virtual meetings

* Insights report: “Understanding Sound Experiences 2021”
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Certified for Microsoft  
Teams and Ready for  
the Remote Workplace

In today’s world of remote and hybrid workplaces, the ability to 
collaborate effectively across physical locations has become 
essential. Certified for Microsoft Teams, EPOS audio and video 
solutions deliver seamless hybrid meeting and collaboration 
experiences. With a wide range of certified headsets, 
speakerphones, and video solutions, EPOS enables you to easily 
join Teams meetings – whether at home, at work, on-the-go, or 
somewhere in between.

A Seamless Collaboration Experience 
A selection of EPOS’ certified headsets and speakerphones have 
a dedicated Microsoft Teams button, allowing you to join calls 
with just one click. The solution also provides full call control, 
letting you answer and end calls, mute or put calls on hold, as well 
as control volume directly through your EPOS device. You can get 
notifications directly on the EPOS device through a pulsing LED 
light, letting you know if you have any missed calls, voice 
messages, or if a meeting has started. 

EPOS Meeting Room Solutions, including audio and video, are 
certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms. These all-in-one solutions 
enable you to join meetings with just one touch and without 
having to bring any personal devices. Solutions that are certified 
for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™, runs Microsoft Teams 
Rooms natively on EPOS video solutions. This means you can turn 
any room into an easy-to-use and inclusive meeting space where 
everyone can fully participate from anywhere. The solution allows 
you to control your meetings and hybrid collaboration tools – 
including content sharing and presenter mode – directly through 
your EPOS device.
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ADAPT Line
Headsets

Work wherever, whenever

All the ADAPT Line headsets from EPOS 
have now been certified for Microsoft 
Teams to enable intuitive, streamlined 
integration with this market-leading 
collaboration tool. It’s a line of versatile, 
wireless headsets inspired by the versatile 
needs of today’s busy professionals. 
Whether in the open office environment, 

on-the-go or working remotely you get 
crystal clear Teams calls, and state-of-the-
art Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) in a 
variety of comfortable, contemporary 
designs. This means that you can 
communicate and concentrate without 
compromise in a range of different sound 
environments.

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/adapt 
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-  Maximize focus and productivity anywhere with a 
headset powered by EPOS AI™ for personal audio with 
superb call clarity, stereo sound and adaptive ANC. 
Enjoy a unique Microsoft Teams solution with machine 
learning enhanced microphone performance

-  Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™

-  Regain concentration anytime, anywhere

-  EPOS Voice™ technology for listening to colleagues 
without removing the headset

- Benefit from 30 hours of battery life

- Designed for mobile workers

-  Fold flat design with rotating ear cups to switch  
on and off

-   Cut through the noise and make your presence felt 
with a headset that keeps you productive in open 
offices, or on the move. Get clearer calls with the 
discreet boom arm for excellent speech intelligibility 
and use ANC in noisy situations to focus

- Get clearer calls on demand

-  Concentrate anytime, anywhere with ANC

- Enjoy comfort and convenience

-  EPOS Voice™ technology enables you to interact 
without removing the headset

- Up to 46 hours battery life

-  Reliable performance wherever and however you work

-  Stay focused with ANC that reduces background noise, 
helps you concentrate in busy open offices and boosts 
productivity on-the-go. Ensure clear business calls 
with a solution certified for Microsoft Teams and switch 
easily between devices as you multitask

- Concentrate in noisy environments

- Switch effortlessly between your favorite devices

- Enjoy stylish, comfortable design

- High-quality stereo sound and reliable performance

-  If work means calls via multiple devices, choose a 
wireless headset that fits with your dynamic working 
style in the hybrid workplace. Lightweight, portable  
and wireless, this flexible audio companion keeps you 
at peak performance

-  Enjoy flexible connectivity and great audio 

-  All-day comfort and productivity with soft, noise 
damping ear pads 

-  Sleek, contemporary design and foldable boom arm

- Extremely portable to keep you moving

EPOS Wireless
Bluetooth® Headsets

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/adapt 

ADAPT 600 Series ADAPT 500 Series ADAPT 300 Series ADAPT 200 Series
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EPOS Wired
Headsets

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/adapt 

- Work your way with a stylish, comfortable headset
designed for the demands of today’s hybrid workplace 
with ANC and superior stereo sound

- Call quality meets stylish design

- Concentrate wherever you work

- Plug and play device connectivity

- Enjoy enhanced comfort

ADAPT 100 Series
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IMPACT Line
Headsets

When talk matters

For communication professionals working in 
dynamic open offices, clear and seamless 
communication is essential. With the IMPACT 
Line of certified Microsoft Teams solutions, 
you can be sure of a seamless Microsoft 
Teams experience that will benefit both you 
and your customer. Every model delivers rich 

and natural audio during Teams calls, with 
EPOS innovations that filter out unwanted 
noise, clarify speech, and deliver an enhanced 
audio experience for both speaker and 
listener. As a result, the IMPACT Line improves 
productivity and efficiency, and enables you 
to deliver an excellent customer experience. 

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/impact 
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IMPACT 600 Series

-  Benefit from outstanding audio in dynamic office 
spaces with the premium wired IMPACT 600 Series. 
You get reliable, high-quality design with a headset 
crafted to perfection and easy call handling to boost 
your productivity

– Integrated call control and USB connector

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

- Outstanding sound for perfect speech clarity

- Enjoy high-quality design and craftsmanship

- Handle calls seamlessly and conveniently

- Easy to store and portable

- Exceptional wearing comfort

EPOS Wired  
Headsets

IMPACT 200 Series IMPACT 100 Series

-  Maintain energy and focus with clear communication 
between you and your listener and enjoy robust wired 
headsets with all-day comfort. In busy contact centers 
these headsets are both reliable and user-friendly

– Integrated call control and USB connector

– Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

-  Enjoy more natural-sounding conversations and great 
quality audio with headsets designed for enterprises 
introducing Unified Communications. Experience the 
difference unique EPOS technology can make to your 
efficiency and well-being

–  Integrated call control and USB connector

–  Choice between single-sided or double-sided variants

–  ActiveGard® technology protects users against acoustic 
injury caused by sudden sound bursts on the line

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/impact 
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EXPAND
Video Conferencing

Video for Today’s Smart Office

In today’s working world video conferencing 
is becoming increasingly essential. High 
quality video conferencing solutions enrich 
the virtual meeting space replacing the need 
for expensive, unsustainable travel with an 
excellent alternative to face-to-face 
meetings. Seeing a clear image of your 
remote counterpart boosts the productivity 
of your meeting with all the nuances of 
expressions and body language.  

Our EXPAND Line video conferencing solutions 
offer an unrivalled meeting experience with 
full HD video, exceptional voice pickup and 
noise cancellation – powered by EPOS AI™. 
These simple, all-in-one solutions work at the 
touch of a button, providing all you need in 
one device to make your meeting room a hub 
of productivity. With such reliability installed in 
your workplace you can feel as connected to 
your remote colleagues as if being in the 
meeting room together. 
 
We call it – video collaboration reinvented.  

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 

EXPAND Vision 5 – Video Conferencing Solution

EXPAND Vision 1 – Personal USB webcam

EXPAND Vision 3T – Video Conferencing Solution

EXPAND Vision 1M – USB Camera

EXPAND Contol 
Meeting Room Controller
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EXPAND
Speakerphones

Seamless collaboration

With the EXPAND Line of speakerphones, 
we’ve raised the bar when it comes to hybrid 
teamwork. All our speakerphones enable 
instant conference calls with superior audio, 
are easy to use, and configure automatically 
with all your devices. Our intelligent video 
conferencing solutions keep everyone in 
the picture, ensure absolute audio clarity, 

and enable you to join meetings with 
just one touch. With the EXPAND Line of 
speakerphones and video conferencing 
solutions certified for Microsoft Teams and 
Microsoft Teams Rooms, you get a seamless 
Teams experience while uniting across 
locations, borders, and time zones.

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 

EXPAND 40T EXPAND Capture 5

EXPAND 80T
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Microsoft  
Teams Rooms

What is a Microsoft Teams Room? 
A Microsoft Teams Room is a modern meeting space 
solution that brings together the digital workspace of 
Microsoft Teams with certified hardware from EPOS. 
You can turn any room into a purposefully built space 
to help remove barriers between spaces, places and 
people, delivering the best Microsoft Teams meeting 
experience with all participants in mind, not just those 
in the room. 
 
Which devices are required?  
To set up a complete Microsoft Teams Room, you 
need a computer, screen, camera, speakerphone, 
and a control unit. Some hardware will offer an 
all-in-one solution, allowing users to create a Teams 
Room with only one or few devices. The combination 
of EPOS EXPAND Vision 5 and EXPAND Control is an 
example of an all-in-one solution. Optionally, users 
can add a PC, headset, and secondary screens to 
the Microsoft Teams Room.

Screen
Screen

(secondary)

Computer
running the MTR 
software. Can be 
Windows 10 or 
Android based.

Can also be connected 
to view content or to be 
used as digital white-
board (touch screen).

Can be con�gured for 
the room to be used 
for collaboration.

Camera

Control unit
Usually touch screen 
but can also be remote 
control on Android 
based systems.

Speakerphone

Microsoft 
Surface Hub

Laptop
On some systems 
a laptop can be 
connected via HDMI 
to share content 
(screen sharing).

Headset
Can be connected
for personal audio.

Required Optional
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EXPAND Vision 5 Bundle EXPAND Vision 3T Bundle

- All-in-one conferencing solution

- Plug-and-play solution right out of the box

-  Easy maintenance with automatic software updates and 
centralized device management

- Join meetings with one touch. No PC needed

-  Enterprise-grade security helps you meet the highest 
security standards

- Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™

-  One-touch join with EXPAND Control

-  4K wide-angle camera with Sony® sensor and  
enhanced PTZ 

-  Intelligent picture framing, voice tracking and noise 
cancellation - powered by EPOS AI™ 

-  Control your meeting with EXPAND Control

-  Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™

EXPAND Vision 5 EXPAND Control

-  All-in-one conferencing solution

-  Powerful speakers and beamforming microphones 
that ensure superb audio performance

-  4K wide angle camera with Sony sensor  
and electromechanical pan/tilt

-  Direct USB connection to PC or Mac®

-  Certified for meeting room solutions including  
Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™ with  
EXPAND Control

-  Use either as meeting room controller  
or room scheduling panel

-  Large 10.1” anti-glare treated touch screen

-  Supports all EPOS EXPAND Vision video  
conferencing solutions

-  Single Power over Ethernet cable  
and multiple mounting options

-  Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™

Certified  
Devices

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 
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Certified  
Devices

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 

EXPAND Vision 3T EXPAND Vision 3T Core

-  All-in-one video solution

-  4K wide-angle camera with Sony® sensor  
and enhanced PTZ

-  Superior audio from included  
EPOS EXPAND 30T 

-  One-touch join. No PC needed.  
Ready when you are

-  Intelligent picture framing, voice tracking  
and noise cancellation - powered by EPOS AI™ 

-  Certified for Microsoft Teams  
Rooms on Android™

-  One-touch join. No PC needed.  
Ready when you are

-  4K wide-angle camera with Sony® sensor  
and enhanced PTZ

-  Intelligent picture framing, voice tracking and  
noise cancellation - powered by EPOS AI™ 

-  Certified for Microsoft Teams  
Rooms on Android™

EXPAND Vision 1M EXPAND Vision 1

- USB camera designed for any meeting space 

- 4K Camera with intelligent picture framing 

- Integrated motorized privacy shutter 

-  Sleek, elegant design without moving parts minimize 
distractions 

-  Works in any Android™ or Windows environment

-  Compact and portable USB camera, optimized  
for personal use

- 4K wide-angle camera with enhanced PTZ 

- Instant picture control 

- Exceptional voice pick-up

-  Switch between three predefined field of view  
angles with a single click. Select from wide view,  
default, and close-up

-  Integrated mounting clip designed for quick  
and easy set-up
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Certified  
Devices

EXPAND 40 Series EXPAND 30 Series

-  3 beamforming microphones isolate voices from room 
reverb and ambient noise 

–  Industry-leading duplex performance enables several 
people to talk at once without being cut off 

– Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants

-  Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices  

-  Connectivity via Bluetooth® or USB-C

-  Portable wireless Bluetooth speakerphone  
for instant conferencing anywhere

–  Exceptional audio performance for conference 
calls, music and multimedia

– Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants

– Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices

– Connectivity via Bluetooth or USB-C

 – Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms

For more info, please visit: 
eposaudio.com/expand 

EXPAND Capture 5 EXPAND 80 Series

 – An intelligent speaker for Microsoft Teams Rooms

 – Advanced voice recognition for up to 10 participants

 – Participate fully with automated live transcription

 – Superior audio for the hybrid workplace with 
premium speaker and 7-microphone array

 – Searchable transcription of your Teams meeting 
makes decision making and assigning actions easy

 – Optimal Cortana assistance throughout your 
Teams meeting

 – Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms

 – Scalable Bluetooth speakerphone

 – EPOS Voice™

 – Six adaptive, beamforming microphones

 – Utra-low distortion speaker in a unique 
suspended speaker box

 – Sound-enhancing fabric by Kvadrat with 
a premium, minimalist aesthetic

 – Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms
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In September 2022, Microsoft introduced a new licensing model for  
Microsoft Teams Rooms, with a “Basic” and a “Pro” option.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms Basic comes at no additional cost with  
the purchase of a certified Microsoft Teams Rooms system. The Basic  
license is limited to 25 Teams Rooms and includes features such as  
scheduling, joining meetings, content sharing, and basic security  
and management capabilities.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms Pro delivers enhanced in-room experiences such  
as intelligent audio and video, advanced management features, and detailed 
device analytics. At $40 per device per month, the Pro License is suitable  
for organizations looking to take hybrid collaboration to the next level. 

The Microsoft Teams Rooms Basic license comes with the purchase  
of EPOS video solutions products, including EXPAND Vision 3T and  
EXPAND Vision 5. Functionalities in EXPAND Capture 5 and  
EXPAND Control* will require a Pro license.

For more details, visit the Microsoft Licensing Model page here

Microsoft  
Licensing Model 

*   The EXPAND Control can also be used as a Microsoft Teams Panel via the Teams Shared Device License.  
Read more here

Microsoft Teams Rooms Basic
$0 Device/Month

Limited to 25 rooms

Microsoft Teams Rooms Pro
$40 Device/Month

Annual subscription–auto renews

Supported Experiences

Teams Rooms on Windows • •
Teams Room on Android* • •
Teams Room on Surface Hub • •
Meeting Join

One-touch join • •
Proximity join • •
Meeting ID • •
Meet now (start ad-hoc meetings) • •
Direct guest join for Zoom and Webex meetings • •
Join meetings across Teams clouds •
Check-in with Teams panel •
Share and Collaborate

Share and view all Teams content types • •
Share an analog whiteboard with intelligent content capture •
Meeting Engagement

Teams video gallery with multiple layout options • •
Front row •
Together mode •
Large gallery (up to 50 videos) •
Split gallery across two screens •
Engage with chat and Loop components •
Calling

Make and receive peer-to-peer and group calls • •
Microsoft 365 Phone System •
PSTN Calling •
Inbound and outbound SIP/H323 video calls •
Intelligent audio and video (may require additional peripherals)

Intelligent speaker support for live transcript with speaker identification •
Intelligent camera support with multiple video streams •
Support for multiple cameras •
Panoramic room view •
Remote PTZ controls •
AI noise suppression •
People counting •
Security and Compliance

Secure operating system • •
System-level security (such as secure boot and assigned access) • •
Endpoint management with Microsoft Endpoint Manager •
Azure Active Directory advanced grouping and conditional access •
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Comparison Overview 
Wireless Bluetooth® Headsets

 *  In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

* Connects to two actively paired Bluetooth® devices and eight devices in the pairing list, Bluetooth® 5.0

 ** In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

ADAPT  
660 

ADAPT  
661

ADAPT  
560 II

ADAPT  
561 II

ADAPT  
360  

ADAPT  
361  

Art. no. 1000200 1001004 1000207 1001160 1000209 1000209

Connectivity

Softphone/PC via USB-A • • •

Softphone/PC via USB-C • • •

Mobile phone • • • • • •

Tablet • • • • • •

Multi-point connectivity • • • • • •

Features

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • • • • •

Noise at work (EC directive)* • • • • • •

Noise-cancelling microphone • • • • • •

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone

Multimedia • • • • • •

SpeakFocus™ technology • •

WindSafe™ technology • •

Adaptive Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) • •

ANC (On/Off) • • • • • •

TalkThrough™ technology • • • • • •

Room ExperienceTM technology

Wearing style

Single-sided headset

Double-sided headset • • • • • •

Headband • • • • • •

Neckband

ADAPT  
260

ADAPT  
261

ADAPT  
231

Art. no. 1000882 1000897 1000896

Connectivity

Softphone/PC via USB-A •

Softphone/PC via USB-C • •

Mobile phone • • •

Tablet • • •

Multi-point connectivity* • • •

Features

In-line call control unit • • •

Optimized for calls & multimedia • • •

EPOS VoiceTM technology • • •

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • •

USB dongle •

USB-C dongle • •

Carry pouch • • •

Noise at Work, (EU directive)** • • •

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone

Multimedia 

Room ExperienceTM technology

Wearing style

Single-sided headset •

Double-sided headset • •

Headband • • •

Large leatherette ear pads • • •

Comparison Overview 
Wireless Bluetooth® Headsets
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Comparison Overview 
Wired Headsets

 * In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)

 ** Microsoft Teams Certification applies when USB/USB-C is connected to PC or Mac

*** Pending certification

ADAPT  
160T  

ANC USB-C

ADAPT  
165T 

USB II

ADAPT  
165T  

USB-C II

ADAPT  
135T  

USB-C II

ADAPT  
160T  
USB II

ADAPT  
130T  
USB II

Art. no. 1000221 1000902 1000906 1000904 1000901 1000899

Wearing style

Single-sided • •

Double-sided • • • •

Headband • • • • • •

On-the-ear • • • • • •

Large leatherette  ear pads • • • •

Large acoustic foam ear pads • •

Connectivity

Softphone/PC via USB • • •

Softphone/PC via USB-C • • •

Mobile phone via 3.5 mm jack • • •

Tablet via 3.5 mm jack • • •

Microphone

Noise-cancelling microphone • • • • • •

Hideable boom arm • • • • • •

Features & technologies

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) •

In-line call control unit • • • • • •

Optimized for calls & multimedia • • • • • •

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • • • • •

Carry pouch • • • •

Noise at Work, (EU directive)* • • • • • •

Unified Communications

Optimized for UC • • • • • •

Microsoft Teams Certified** •*** • • • •

Comparison Overview 
Wired Headsets

IMPACT  
SC 665  

USB  

IMPACT  
SC 635  

USB 

IMPACT  
SC 660

ANC USB 

IMPACT  
SC 260
USB MS 

IMPACT  
SC 230
USB MS 

IMPACT  
SC 60

USB ML

IMPACT  
SC 30

USB ML 

Art. no. 1000645 1000643 1000650 1000579 1000578 1000551 1000550

Environments

Medium noise • • •

High noise • • • •

Connectivity

Softphone/PC • • • • • • •

Mobile phone • •

Tablet • •

Features

EPOS ActiveGard® technology • • • • • • •

Noise At Work (EC directive)* • • • • • • •

Noise-cancelling microphone • • • •

Ultra noise-cancelling microphone • • •

Multimedia & music listening • • •

Software upgrade support • • • • • • •

Wearing style

Single-sided headset • • •

Double-sided headset • • • •

Headband • • • • • • •

Compatibility

EPOS Headset Compatibility Guide is a tool to help you find EPOS solutions 
(headsets and/or connectors) that works with your device(s).

Do you need help choosing, or need assistance setting up your product? If so, 
please visit: eposaudio.com/enterprise/technology/compatibility-guide

* In compliance with EU Noise at Work legislation. EU Noise at Work Directive (Directive 2003/10/EC)
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Comparison Overview 
Speakerphones

 (•) Available as additional accessory

 ((•)) Up to 8 participants

 * Via included USB-C to USB-A adapter

 **  When connected via USB-C performance 
is device dependant

EXPAND  
80T

EXPAND  
40T

EXPAND  
30T

EXPAND  
Capture 5

Art. no. 1000203 1000937 1000225 1000895

Connectivity

Bluetooth® • • •

USB-A •* •* •* •

USB-C • • •

NFC • • •

Devices

Microsoft Teams Rooms System on a Windows compute unit •

Softphone/PC • • •

Mobile phone •**  •** •**

Tablet •** •** •**

Workspace & Size

Phone room (1 participant) • •

Focus room (3-5 participants) • •

Small conference rooms (5-7 participants) • • • •

Medium Conference Rooms (-11 participants) • ((•)) ((•)) ((•))

Large Conference Rooms (-18 participants) •

Microphones

Beamforming microphones 6 3 2 7

Features

Advanced voice recognition •

Live automated meeting transcription •

USB dongle • • •

Multimedia and music listening • • •

Kensington lock support •

EXPAND 80 Mic (•)

Unified Communications

Certified for Microsoft Teams • • •

Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms • • •

Design

Kvadrat fabric • •

Stainless steel • •

Comparison Overview 
Video Bars

EXPAND  
Vision 5

EXPAND  
Vision 3T

EXPAND  
Vision 1M

Art. no. 1000425 1000927 1001197

Video/Camera

4K wide-angle camera • • •

4K wide-angle camera with Sony® sensor • •

Video resolution Full HD Full HD Full HD

Zoom capability 4x digital 4x digital 8x digital

Electromecanical Pan/tilt • •

Field of view (FOV) 112° 112° 103°

EPOS AI™ powered • • •

Audio

Integrated speakers 2 1 (EXPAND 30T)

External speakerphone •

Microphones 4 2

Microphone coverage  180° 360° (EXPAND 30T)

Effective microphone range 6 m. / 20 ft. 3 m. / 10 ft.

Network & Connectivity

Wi-Fi (Dual-band (2,4/5 GHz) • •

Bluetooth® 5,0 • •

Ethernet • •

Touch-Screen Support • •

Device Administration

EPOS Manager or UC provider solutions • • •

Automatic firmware updates • •

Privacy/Security

Integrated privacy switch • • •

Security lock support (Kensington™) • • •

Unified communications

Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android™ • • •

Certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows •

Workspace & Size

Focus room (3-5 participants) • •

Small conference room (5-7 participants) • • •

Medium conference room (-11 participants) • •
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EPOS Group A/S 
Industriparken 27  

2750 Ballerup, Denmark
eposaudio.com
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